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Introduction

Sensing for inspection involves making measurements of an
object or process and comparing the results to a desired specification. There are unavoidable errors involved in the processes generating the phenomena being measured. In manufacturing, costs are often inversely related to the precision
with which this variability must be controlled. As a result,
minimally sufficient tolerances are often associated with specifications. Process engineering in part in vol ves the choice of a
manufacturing plan which can meet these specifications with
the least expense. Inspection operations insure that the specifications have in fact been achieved.
The importmlce of quantifying tolerance in the specification, design, manufacturing and inspection process is obvious. Unfortunately, adequate representations of tolerance do
not exist which permit dialog between these various aspects
of the manufacturing process. This lack is particularly acute
in systems which tightly integrate all of the aspects of prototyping. Tolenmce specifications, whatever their form, must
have the same meaning for all steps in the process. Maximum
acceptable deviations must be optimized across all steps so
that productivity is not adversely impacted by requirements
for unneeded precision; information about the tolerance required and the manufacturing processes also make it possible to focus sensing on areas of higher systematic or statistical
concern. We propose to use the tolerance specification in conThis work was supported by the Advanced Research Projects
agency under Army Research Office grant number DAAH04-93-G0420.

junction with knowledge of the manufacturing process plans
to determine more optimized sensing strategies.
While published standards such as ANSI-YI4.5M [ANSI,
1982] exist for describing manufacturing tolerances, they are
not yet sufficiently complete and unambiguous to precisely
specify the information needed for automated inspection. Furthermore, these standards provide no help in determining how
to optimize the inspection process so as to increase the confidence that out of tolerance features are discovered with a reasonable expenditure of resources. In this paper, we give preliminary examples of ,m approach to this problem based on
a detailed understanding of the manufacturing processes involved in the production of machined parts.

2

Tolerances

Our goal is to develop a methodology which helps to guarantee that the intended tolerance specification is met as efficientlyas possible. There arc two crucial issues related to tolerance specifications:

• validation of the design, subject to imposed tolerances,
and

• validation that tolerances have been achieved in the actual part.
The first of these is concerned primarily with the analysis
oftolerance stack-up in assembly using geometries. The second of these involves sensor measurements either during the
manufacturing phase or post-manufacture inspection, and is
the subject of this paper. To ensure that the tolerance has been
met, sensors are used to:
• measure the manufacturing process (e.g., table position
during NC milling),
• measure parameters of manufacturing features (e.g.,
hole diameter), and
• measure points on the surface directly and analyze them.
Of course, sensor error/uncertainty must be accounted for
[Noble and Mundy, 19931.
We propose to synthesize process monitoring and inspection strategies based on detailed knowledge of geometry, tolerance specification, manufacturing features and processes,

Figure 1: Mirror

and the sensors involved. As an example, consider the laser
spot or heat source tracker currently being proto typed and
manufactured as part of the ARPA Madefast program. Figure 1 shows the mirror part of the device; the box outlines a
rough bump in the supposedly circular outer edge of the mirror. This is caused by the fact that the 3-axis mill sometimes
performs differently during startup/slowdown which occurs at
this point. We believe that this kind of systematic problem
is a perfect example of something that our approach can help
avoid or detect.
The question here is whether parts of uncertain shape fulfill
certain functional specifications. The question is expressed as
geometrical relationships between toleranced objects. Unfortunately, tolerance based relations are often inconsistent, unlike relations between exactly represented objects. We have
presented elsewhere a survey of tolerance representation and
analysis methods [Hsu and Bruderlin, 1994], and have derived
an intuitionistic tolerance handling method for robust modeling [Bruderlin and Fang, 1992, Fang and Bruderlin, 1991,
Zhu et ai., 1993].
Our methods allow us to simulate manufacturing tolerances, and thus simulate the validity of the design under these
tolerances. For instance, we can find out whether a functional
feature can be manufactured, and whether it has certain relationships with other features (within tolerance), and whether
the relationships are logically consistent. The geometric operations that need to be carried out can be very similar to the
solid modeling operations done in the design stage. We geometrically construct the object by machinable features (e.g.,
drilling a hole corresponds to a Boolean subtraction of a cylinder, etc.); however, for this we associate tolerances that correspond to the tool precision to the geometric elements, rather
than the floating point, or design tolerances, used previously
(see [Hsu and Bruderlin, 1994] for details).
After the geometric construction we can query relationships
between geometric elements and features to test the validity of the functional features (e.g., to determine whether two
holes manufactured by two independent drilling operations
line up within the tolerance of the design specifications). The
adaptive tolerance method of the intuitionistic geometry approach facilitates tolerance analysis and synthesis in that it

can be used to determine whether certain relationships can be
achieved unambiguously under the current tolerances, and it
provides the necessary feedback, indicating that the precision
of the indi vidual objects in the relation need to be tightened in
some cases, or that the features need to be manufactured with
a more precise tool, or an additional finishing stage may become necessary. In other cases the analysis may tell us that
the tolerances can be relaxed, or that the clearance needs to
be increased.
To validate that tolerances have been achieved requires the
allocation and management of sensing resources in order to
monitor specific parts of the machining process and afterwards to measure particular features of the part. We can exploitearlier work in process monitoring [Okafor et ai., 1993,
Spyridi and Requicha, 1994], both to predict likely deviation
from the process, as well as to determine the most appropriate
sensing to detect such deviations. Furthermore, our technique
provides the high-level goals (e.g., features to be inspected)
to drive sensing strategies such as developed at Columbia
[Abrams and Allen, 1992, Abrams et ai., 1993] and others.
The usual approach to validation is to simply measure the
geometry resulting from the manufacturing process and compare it to the nominal geometry from the CAD model. We
believe that a stronger approach, exploiting knowledge of the
process plan and the particular manufacturing process, is possible, and that this approach permits the automatic synthesis
of sensing strategies.
To achieve this requires a tolerance specification which:
• specifies design geometry tolerance as well as tool path
tolerances, and
• helps locate high payoff (i.e., maximal information gain)
inspection regions.
We are working with the Alph3-1 Computer Aided Geometric
Design system and exploit its ability to generate process plans
for 3 and 5-axis NC milling machines. For these machines, the
process is a set of tool paths with appropriate tools, speeds,
etc., specified. Thus, a sensing strategy is a set of sensing operations carried out at particularly high risk parts of the tool
path or places on the completed part.

3 Process Plans
The standard representations for Computer Aided Design include volumetric, boundary and CSG models. Current advanced modelers, can produce process plans for specific machines in order to manufacture the object. We believe that the
process plan and associated information (e.g., the tool path,
the tool to be used, its speed, etc.) provide a strong basis for
analyzing the manufacturing and inspection steps with respect
to tolerances.
A tolerance specification on the shape geometry must be
transformed into the corresponding tolerance on the machining operation and vice versa. This in turn can be used to select
an appropriate manufacturing process, given knowledge of
the manufacturing accuracy of the process. This yields direct

methods for deciding on sensing strategies both to monitor the
manufacture of the part, as well as for post-manufacturing inspection. These sensing strategies are derived from an analysis of where the tool path is most likely to deviate from the
tolerance specification.
These must all be done as efficiently as possible; in particular, it must be:
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• straightforward to choose the cheapest manufacturing
process, to go as fast as possible on that machine,
• to make as few sensed measurements as possible, and
• to perform as little computation as possible.
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The keys to our approach are:
• have/use knowledge about each feature and machining
process for that feature, and
• exploit the tool path representation to guide analysis and
sensing strategies.
In order to structure the analysis process, we focus here on
NC milling, and use the tool path as the basis upon which design and manufacturing tolerance and sensor measurements
will be compared. Much as operational semantics allows the
meaning of a high level program to be defined in terms of the
particular architecture upon which it executes, so can the CAD
specification of a part be defined in terms of the machining operations which produce its shape.
Given the CAD geometry for a part, a tolerance specification , and a class of NC mill to be used, generic knowledge
about such mills can be used to generate a desired tool path
with its associated tolerance (call it T Pd). Once a specific mill
is selected, the nominal tool path from T P d together with the
accuracy of the mill determine the actual tool path (call this
T Pa). These two tool paths allow us to determine a great deal
about the efficiency and uncertainty regions of the process.
First, if T P a C T Pd is true, then we know that the tolerance should, in principle, be achieved. If T Pd - T P a is large,
then the selected machine may be too precise, and therefore,
too expensive. If the boundary ofTPa is close to that ofTPd,
this signals places where sensing may be necessary to guarantee the inclusion relation. This also gives insight into how accurate the sensing needs to be. Even if T Pa is not contained in
T Pd, this approach allows us to estimate what percentage of
milled parts will be out of spec, and thus an informed decision
can be made whether to tighten the accuracy of the machine,
or where to sense with high probability of part error. Thus, the
tool path representation allows insight into design, manufacture and inspection in a common framework.
For this approach to work well requires a clear and efficient
implementation technique, and we propose the interval spline
for this purpose. The use of interval Bezier curves for a complete description of approximation errors was proposed by
Sederberg and Farouki [Sederberg and Farouki, 1992] (see paper for details). The basic idea is to extend splines to polynomials whose coefficients are intervals with well defined arithmetic operations. Such splines define a region in space rather

Figure 2: One Interval Spline
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Figure 3: TPa C TDd

than a curve. This notion captures very nicely the semantics of
a tolerance specification. We have developed interval curves
for both 2D and 3D.
For curves in 2D, an interval is a set of 3 points (corresponding to the nominal point and two bounds). The spline interpolation is done (on 6 consecutive points) separately on each
of the 3 corresponding curves (see Figure 2). Note that since
the initial 3 points are on a line, evaluation at any parameter
t E [0 , 1] yields 3 points on a line. As indicated above, the determination of inclusion of one interval spline within another
is an important question. Figure 3 shows the case where inclusion is true. We have developed a technique to answer this
question (see Appendix A). Moreover, if one interval contains
another, then the area of the difference of the two intervals
is also determined. In 3D, we assume that the uncertainty
around a point is described by an ellipse (in the plane normal
to the curve). The problem becomes how to determine if one
ellipse is inside another. We have developed an algebraic solution to this problem (see Appendix B).

4 Conclusion
We propose tool paths with tolerances as a unifying approach
to dealing with tolerance issues across design, manufacturing and inspection. Not only does this permit us to answer
questions concerning design and manufacturing processes,
but also gives a way to determine places in the process and on
the part where sensing is useful to ensuring that tolerances are
met. We have developed algorithms based on interval splines
and implementation is currently underway. We consider our
major contributions to be:
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Figure 4: Included Interval Spline
• Proposing inspection strategies based on manufacturing
knowledge, ,md
• Showing that lower-level manufacturing features such as
tool paths provide a unified framework to analyze tolerances in design and manufacture of machined parts.
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A Interval Spline Inclusion
Given two interval splines h and 12 , we want to determine if
h c h Figure 4 gives an example where this is true. and
defines our notation.
First, note that if corresponding control points of the three
splines of the interval spline are collinear. then so arc corresponding points on the spline curve (e.g .• a, b. and c). To determine inclusion, we sample as finely as necessary across the
interval 12 • At each sample point, t, we determine the line, [,
passing through a,b, and c. We then intersect [ with the interval II ~md obtain d,e, and f. If d, e, and f lie between a and
c, then II C 12 at t.
This requires a method to intersect a line with the interval
II' This intersection is done with a divide and conquer algorithm, checking the sign of (while watching for 0):
det

x(t)
y(t)

Xl

X2

Yl

Y2

1

1

1

where, a = (Xl, Yl), b = (X2' Y2), and (x(t), y(t)), is a point
on the spline. To avoid multiple solutions, the process begins
around the closest points to the center point of thc nominal interval with a change of sign.
However, as can be seen in Figure 5, interval splines don't
necessarily begin or end at the same time. So, once the former algorithm fails (as well as the first time it succeeds), it is
necessary to check that the process is actually on one ending
of the common piece of curve. It is necessary to check - on

Figure 5: Two Interval Splines

the whole spline - that 2 consecutive points are on the same
part of the first interval to fail. That can be done by looking
at a determinant: If you consider the 2D point (x,y) to be the
same as the 3D point (x,y,O), then the last coordinates of the
cross products V (Q VI and V (Q V2 will be of the same sign if
and only if the 2 points at the end of VI and V2 are on the same
side of the plane z = O. This implies that the 2D determinants
det(V, Vd and det(V, V2 ) have the same sign.

B

Algebraic Solution to Ellipse Inclusion

The implicit equation of the ellipse with center X, and which
goes through the extreme points Xl and X 2 along the 2 orthogonal axes is given by the following:
(Xl-X)
d 17
(X,-X) h .
take V-1 = IIXl-XII'
an V2 = IIX,-XII' ten.

ME ellipse {:::::::}

(XM.V;Y + (XM.~)2 = 1

This is true if VI' V2 = 0, so we need to ensure that it stays
the same along the path. Using the recursive algorithm Pi :=
tP; + (1 - t)P;+l it is necessary to check that

for any t (assuming that \!i(l). VY)
(l) v.(2)
V1
'2

= 0), which leads to

+ V(2)
v.(l) - 0
1'2-

This condition expresses a requirement on the orthogonal projection of (VP), VP)) onto (VP), VP)) which is not always
true. But we will assume that the equation of the ellipse is still
given by those formulas and the following.
Take the following parametric equation:

and put this point in the implicit equation of the other ellipse.
That gives the following polynomial of degree 4:

(XX'.V;
+(XX'. ~

[Abrams et at., 1993] S. Abrams, P. Allen, and K.A. Tarabanis. Dynamic sensor planning. In Proc. DARPA Image Understanding Workshop, November 1993.

+ 2tX{X , .V; + (1- t2)X~XI.V;)2

+ 2tX~XI. V2 + (1 -

t2)X~XI. V2)2 = (1

+ t 2)2

The real roots - if they exist - give the 4 points of intersection of those 2 ellipses. If the two ellipses do not
intersect and the center of one is inside the other, then one
is contained by the other one; this is checked first to avoid
computation. The Sturm theorem on polynomials gives an
algorithm to find the number of roots of any polynomial.
If this algorithm is applied to a polynomial with symbolic
variables as its coefficients, there is a condition that determines when (;:md only when) the polynomial has a real root. If
that is done for the polynomial X 4 +aX 2+bX +c, you find l :

2a 3 - 8ar: + 9b 2
16a 4 r: - 4a 3 b2 - 128a 2c2 + 144ab 2c
-27b 4 + 256c3
X 4 + aX 2 + bX + C as no real roots if and only if
ea 2: 0 and ~ > 0) or (a > 0 and r = 0) or (a < 0 and

r

=
~=

r> 0 and ~ > 0)
If you see the polynomial X 4 + dX 3 as the beginning of
the expansion of (X + a) 4 then you see that a good translation
tr;:msforms any degree 4 polynomial into a polynomial T4 +
aT 2 +bT+cwithT = X -a. Forourproblem,theresulting
values of a,b and e are given by the equations:
Al = (XX' - X~X').V;
A2 = (XX' - X~X'),V2
C1 = (XX' + X~X').V;
A = VA? +A~

C = vCr+C~
then P(t) =

C4t4

H] = 2X~X'.V;
B2 = 2X~XI.~
C2 = (XX' + X~XI),V2
B

+ C3t3 + C2t2 + cli + Co with

=

= A2 - 1
C3
2(AIBI + A 2 B 2 )
C2 = B2 + 2(A]C] + A 2 C 2 -1)
2(B]C] + B 2 C 2 )
Co
C2 - 1
and finally, you find a and then a,b and c:
C4

c]

= VB? + B~

=

=

b=

CI -

4C40'3 -

20'( C2 -

= Co -

C40'4

+ 0'2(C2 -

6C40'2) -

6C40'2)

O'(C] -
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